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Embodiment:'The'third'revolu8on'in'(ar8ficial'and'natural)'cogni8ve'sciences'and'
movement'sciences'in'the'21st'century'



•  Bodily movements = hand gestures, postures, facial 
expressions, synchronization and so on (Schmidt$&$Richardson,$2008) 

• $$$Motor$coordina3on$between$two$
(or$more)$people$$$

•  Unavoidable$(Issartel$et$al.,$2007;$Schmidt$&$O’Brien,$1997)$
$

•  Ac3ng$in$synchrony$with$others$increase$coopera3on$
by$strengthening$affilia3on$(Wiltermuth$&$Heath,$2009)$

What is interpersonal motor coordination?



0  Synchroniza3on$deficits$(Varlet$et$al.,$2012)$
0  Less$stable$in$synchroniza3on$$
0  Never$lead$the$synchroniza3on$(always$behind)$

Schizophrenia'is'characterized'by:$
0$$A\en3onal$deficits$$
0$$Social$withdrawal$(avoid$social$situa3ons)$
0$$Apathy$(lack$of$mo3va3on)$

0  Co0verbal$communica3on$deficits$(Del0Monte,$et$al.,$
2013):$
0  Less$co0verbal$gestures$
0  Less$smile$

Deficits in social motor coordination



Cogni3ve$deficits$in$percep3on0ac3on$cycles$
(Mental!disorders!embodied!in!socio:motor!coordina;on)$

Time$$

Po
si3

on
$



stand the processes affected by the pathology. More specifically,
we assumed that the stability of the coordination could be
decreased in schizophrenia because of either (i) a modification of
their preferred frequency of movement due to their motor disorder
[25–26] or (ii) a decrease in the strength of the perceptual coupling
due to general impairments in attention and visual perception [27–
30]. To investigate these questions, we examined the unintentional
and intentional social motor coordination of individuals with
schizophrenia while coordinating the swinging of hand-held
pendulums with another individual [15,18] (see Figure 1A). We
compared the coordination produced by twenty patients suffering
from schizophrenia (criteria DSM-IV-TR) paired with twenty
healthy participants (schizophrenia group) and the coordination
produced by twenty pairs of healthy participants (control group).
After a practice session in which participants individually swung
pendulums, they were tested first in an unintentional coordination
task and then in an intentional coordination task.

Results

To investigate unintentional social coordination, each pair of
participants performed three 90 s trials each containing three 30 s

segments completed continuously [15,31]. For each trial, partic-
ipants were instructed to oscillate their pendulum at a self-selected
comfort tempo and maintain it while they were looking (second
segment) or not looking (first and third segments) at the oscillatory
movements of their partner. The mass of the pendulums was either
positioned at the low of the pendulum (P1) or at the middle of the
pendulum (P2) to manipulate the self-selected comfort tempo
(preferred frequencies) of participants. Each participant pair
performed three trials one for each pendulum combination,
P2_P1, P1_P1 and P1_P2 and the angular positions of the
pendulums of the two participants were recorded. The order of the
pendulum combinations was counterbalanced across participant
pairs.

To test first whether the preferred frequencies of movements in
schizophrenia could be affected and could destabilize social motor
coordination, we compared the preferred frequencies of patients
and control participants without and before visual interaction (first
segment). A repeated-measures 2 (Group)62 (Pendulum) ANOVA
revealed a significant main effect of Pendulum (F(1, 19) = 329.71,
p,.05, g2 = 0.95) indicating that in accordance with previous
research the preferred frequency of participants was higher when
the limbs inertial loadings was less (i.e., the mass of the pendulum

Figure 1. Experimental setup and results for unintentional and intentional social motor coordination. (A) Participants sat on chairs side-
by-side while oscillating wrist pendulums. Circular variance of the relative phase for the schizophrenia (black) and control groups (white) as a function
of the trial segment for unintentional coordination (B) and of the pendulum combination and the pattern intended for intentional coordination (D).
(C) Phase shifts from the intended pattern of coordination as a function of the pendulum combination for the two groups of participants (Asterisks in
(C) indicate significant differences from zero). Error bars represent standard error.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0029772.g001
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compared to explicit processes [35–36]. Additionally, such a
dissociation has also been reported for impairments of social
processes [37,38].

In the intentional coordination task, our analysis of the relative
phasing of the pendulum oscillations showed that the dyads in
which a patient was present had a lower stability and that the
patient never led in the coordination. These results demonstrate
that it is possible to distinguish patients with schizophrenia from
control participants by looking at their intentional social motor
coordination. Such objective and quantitative differences could
possibly be used as a marker of the illness and nicely complement
the more subjective evaluations usually performed by clinicians. In
line with this expectation is the absence of correlations between the
coordination impairments of patients and the severity of their
symptoms evaluated by the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale
(PANSS) [39]. Whatever the intended pattern of coordination and
the pendulum combination, no correlation between the mean or
circular variance of the relative phase and the PANSS Positive,
PANSS Negative, PANSS Psychopathology as well as PANSS
total were significant for the schizophrenia group (all ps..05).
These results suggest that examining intentional social motor
coordination of patients might objectively and quantitatively assess
abnormal social features that are not captured by the PANSS.
Furthermore, because social motor disorders may be the earliest
sign of schizophrenia, such marker may allow earlier diagnostics
and thus better patient management [10–12]. We consider these
issues as crucial directions for future research.

We have demonstrated impairments of social motor coordina-
tion in schizophrenia but our study also aimed to understand the
impaired underlying processes. We initially assumed that impair-
ments could be the consequence of attention and visual perception
deficits that may affect the visuo-motor processes underlying the
maintenance of coordination. More specifically, in terms of
coupled oscillators system accounting for social rhythmic coordi-
nation, we predicted a decrease of the coupling strength, which
corresponds to a lower sensitivity to the movements of the other.
We found a decrease in the stability of intentional coordination in
the schizophrenia group that is compatible with this hypothesis
[22–23]. However, a coupling strength account is not sufficient in
explaining the pattern of results observed for the phase shift
measure. A lower coupling strength for the schizophrenic group
would predict an exaggerated phase shift relative to the control
group for both conditions in which the participants swung
different pendulums (more positive than control for P1_P2 and
more negative than control for P2_P1) but zero phase shift when
the pendulums were identical (P1_P1) [22,33]. However, as can be
seen in Figure 1C, the schizophrenic group phase shift is
characterized by an absolute lowering which indicates that they
tended not to lead the coordination.

Slower preferred movement frequencies in schizophrenia could
explain that patients suffering from schizophrenia never led the
coordination [22,33]; however, the analysis performed on
preferred frequencies above did not show any significant
differences between the preferred frequencies of the two groups.
A more convincing explanation of this result is that patients with
schizophrenia have a delay in processing information for visuo-
motor control. In addition to their contribution in decreasing
coupling strength, attention and visual perception deficits may also
impair information transmission and be understood as an increase
of the time delay in the coupling function [40]. This hypothesis is
supported by previous research showing slower reaction times in
schizophrenia [41] and more specifically by anatomical correlates
such as a degradation of the degree of myelination [42].

To further explore these hypotheses and determine how a
decrease of the strength or/and a delay in the information
transmission of patients could explain their impairments of
intentional social motor coordination, we compared our phase
shift results with those obtained in simulations of a coupled
oscillator model that has been used in the past for understanding
social motor coordination [43–44]. The model utilizes a non-linear
coupling of two limit-cycle oscillators:
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where x1 and x2 represent the positions of the two oscillators and
the dot notation represents derivative with respect to time. The left
side of the equations represents the limit cycle dynamics of each
oscillator determined by linear stiffness parameter (v) and
damping parameters (d, l, c) and the right side represents the
coupling function determined by parameters a and b. To simulate
impairments due to schizophrenia, we added the parameters K1

and K2 corresponding to the coupling strengths of the oscillators 1
and 2, x2t1

and _xx2t1
corresponding to the position and the velocity

of the oscillator 2 at a previous time point t{t1 and the
parameters x1t2

and _xx1t2
corresponding to the position and the

velocity of the oscillator 1 at a previous time point t{t2.
A decrease of the strength and an increase of the delay in the

coupling function of patients were tested first separately and then
combined to examine whether they could capture experimental
results of the schizophrenia group. We used the parameters K = 1.6
and t= 0 to simulate the behavior of control participants and the
parameters K = 0.6 and t= 3 to simulate impairments of
individuals with schizophrenia. Such time delay (t= 3) represented
1% of the simulated period of P1 and 1% of the experimental
period of P1 represented an increase of 75 ms compared to control
participants corresponding to plausible physiological delays [45].
The experimental and simulated phase shifts results are presented
in the Figure 2. For the simulated data, the phase shifts in white
represent the results obtained for the simulated coordination of the
control group (t1 = t2 = 0, K1 = K2 = 1.6) and in black of the
schizophrenia group with a decrease of the coupling strength
(t1 = t2 = 0, K1 = 1.6, K2 = 0.6) (Figure 2B), with an increase of the
time delay (t1 = 0, t2 = 3, K1 = K2 = 1.6) (Figure 2C) and with both
of a decrease of the coupling strength and an increase of the time
delay (t1 = 0, t2 = 3, K1 = 1.6, K2 = 0.6) (Figure 2D).

As depicted in Figure 2B, a decrease of the coupling strength in
schizophrenia, as initially assumed, cannot explain that patients
suffering from schizophrenia never led the coordination. An
increase in time delay can predict that patients never led the
coordination but cannot explain that the two groups have a similar
phase shift for the pendulum combination P1_P2 (Figure 2C).
Figure 2D shows that the two parameterization, when combined,
capture experimental phase shifts obtained for the schizophrenia
group suggesting that intentional social motor coordination
impairments results from both a decrease of the strength and an
increase of the time delay in the coupling function of patients.
Moreover, our results suggest that the absence of difference
between the two groups of participants for the pendulum
combination P1_P2 did not result from an absence of deficit of
patients in this experimental condition, but rather was a
consequence of the two impaired processes acting in opposite
direction.

Although we have shown that increasing the delay and
decreasing the strength in visuo-motor control capture the
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intentional coordination pattern of the schizophrenic group,
further explorations may improve the understanding of the
processes involved. Investigating whether such disorders are
specific to social visual coordination or to visual coordination in
general is an important research direction. In fact, modifications of
intentional coordination in schizophrenia could be due to
impairments of mechanisms mediating both visual and social
visual coordination or may be specific to mechanisms mediating
just social visual coordination. It has been demonstrated that
patients suffering from schizophrenia have impairments of visual
perception of biological motion that can be distinguished from
their general visual perception deficits [46]. More particularly,
mirror neuron system disorders, which corresponds to the brain
area that may also moderate social motor coordination [47–48],
may play a crucial role in such a deficit and in social interactions
deficits in general [49–50].

We have modeled the impairments of schizophrenia patients
here by changes at the level of the coupling function and not
changes in the natural dynamics of the individual oscillators
because our experimental results did not show differences between
the preferred frequencies of patients and control participants.
Although we did not find differences, previous research has
reported slowness in movements of patients suffering from
schizophrenia [25–26]. Such effects may depend on the movement
performed and our lack of an effect may be specific to the wrist
pendulum task in which the inertial loading of pendulums that
may have obscured the slowness of patients. It is possible that using
different tasks (e.g., coordination of postural sways [16,20]), deficits
of the movement itself as well as at the level of the visuo-motor
control may be observed. These questions encourage explorations
to further determine the different origins of impaired coordination
of schizophrenia patients while interacting with other people.

More generally, by examining the coordination dynamics of
swinging of handheld pendulums, this experiment demonstrates
that interpersonal coordination is impaired in schizophrenia
without explicitly showing the consequences of such modifications
on everyday social interactions of patients. It is however important
to note that the coordination dynamics observed in this laboratory
task reflect the ones observed for example between hand, arm or
postural movements in more ecological situations, which have
been demonstrated as directly influencing the success of our social
interactions [1–7,14]. Such coordination moderates the social
cognitive functioning of interacting people by impacting for
instance their feelings of connectedness and interpersonal rapport
[1–4], or the efficiency of their communication [5–7]. In line with

these past results, the current study shows how a motor
coordination disorder may be an important factor in the everyday
social interaction deficits exhibited by patients suffering from
schizophrenia.

Therefore, in addition to future research that aims at a further
understanding of how schizophrenia affects the processes under-
lying social motor coordination, it will be important to develop
rehabilitation protocols that can help improve the social motor
coordination of patients. Although no investigations to our
knowledge have yet explored the learning and rehabilitation of
social motor coordination, previous research that has examined
motor learning may provide interesting research directions [51–
53]. For example, it has been demonstrated that motor learning
can be made more efficient with real-time feedback [53–55].
Accordingly, future therapeutic protocols using such feedback may
help to improve the motor coordination in general and social
motor coordination in particular of patients, and thus, increase
their ability to interact with other people in everyday life.

In conclusion, our study provided clear evidence of social motor
coordination impairments in schizophrenia that may help us
understand their social deficits observed in everyday interpersonal
interactions. Our results demonstrate differences between schizo-
phrenic and control dyads in an intentional coordination task—a
task that may be used by clinicians as a marker of schizophrenia
for better diagnostics. In addition, our dynamical modeling of the
results revealed that such pathological intentional coordination
may be due to a decrease in the amount of information as well as a
delay in the information transmitted about movements of other
people. Finally, such findings may lead to the development of
rehabilitation protocols improving social motor coordination and
successful social exchanges of patients.

Methods

Ethics statement
All participants provided written informed consent prior the

experiment approved by the local Ethics Committee (CPP Sud
Méditérannée III, Montpellier, France, AFSSAPS 2009-A00513-
54 24, 07/22/2009) conforming to the Declaration of Helsinki. A
clinician who was experienced in the evaluation of mental illness
assessed by a direct examination of participants, their understand-
ing of all the procedures and capacity to consent. As proposed by
Palmer et al. [56] to assess capacity to consent, each participant
was asked three questions about the hypothetical study: (1) ‘‘What
is the purpose of the study?’’ (2) ‘‘What are the risks?’’ and (3)

Figure 2. Phase shifts from the intended pattern of coordination as a function of the pendulum combination for the schizophrenia
(black) and control groups (white). Phase shifts obtained experimentally (A) and in the simulations with a decrease of the coupling strength (B),
with an increase of the time delay (C) and with both of them (D).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0029772.g002
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Movement'signatures'of'schizoprenia'(embodiment)'



Therapies$$
$
$
$

Although$clinicians$have$developed$several$interven3ons$and$
training$sessions$for$these$pa3ents,$paradoxically,$these$

interven3ons$are$never$not$focused$on$social$motor$interac3on$

All$therapies$are$only$focused$on$cogni3ve$and$emo3onal$
aspects,$movement$(almost)$never$observed$



Our$approach:$
Enhance'socio'motor'competences'in'

schizophrenia'

We$propose$a$(new)$concept$that$comes$from$various$
branches$of$sciences:$

The$concept$of$similarity$



Similarity$and$Synchroniza3on$

0  In'physics''
0>$two$systems$possessing$the$same$frequency$tend$to$
synchronize$be\er$(Huygens,$1666)$

0  In'physiology''
0>$two$biological$systems$possessing$the$same$intrinsic$
proper3es$tend$to$synchronize$(von$Holst,$1939,$Bardy$et$al.,$
2015)$

0  In'motor'control'
0>$two$individuals$coordinate$be\er$when$they$exchange$more$
similar$informa3on$(Schmidt$&$Richardson,$2008)$



0  In'social'psychology'
0>$people$tend$to$like$more$someone$that$reproduces$the$
same$behavioral$components$(such$as$mimicry)$as$their$owns$
(Chameleon$effect;$Chartrand$&$Bargh,$1999)$
$

0  In'social'neuroscience'
'0>$Motor$Resonance$(Gallese,$2003)$Mirror$Neurons$(Rizzolab$et$

al.,$1996)$–$Motor$theories$of$percep3on$–$ToM$etc.$

0  In'social'robo8cs'
$0>$Uncanny$valley$(e.g.,$Ishiguro,$2005)$and$Learning$by$
$demonstra3on$(e.g.,$Billard$et$al.,$2008)$



Different$levels$of$similarity$

0$Kinema3cs$

0$Morphology$

If$similar$systems$are$more$synchronized,$why$not$when$a$pa3ent$
interact$with$someone$like$him/her?$



From Similarity… 

Morphological'

Behavioural'

Temporal'

To Difference ! " $Similarity$triggers$social$interac3on$
" $A$bridge$toward$interac3ng$with$others$



Method
0  1$group$of$pa3ents$suffering$from$schizophrenia$
0  1$group$of$controls$(matched$in$terms$of$age,$level$of$educa3on,$gender,$etc.)$

0  The$mirror$game$task$(e.g.$Noy$et$al.,$2011)$
0  Manipulate'similarity'(morphology)''

How'to'build'an'experiment'to'test'the'theory'?$

terms of amplitude from the movement he/she had to look at (i.e., the movement of the second participant), leading to an
asymmetry between hand movements and eyes movements for each participant. This asymmetry induced a reduction of
synchronization between participants (Varlet et al., 2012). In this latter study, they manipulated the movement amplitude
of stimuli during an unintended interpersonal coordination in which each participant was instructed to look at the stimulus
while performing oscillations with a pendulum at their natural frequency. They observed that the stimulus amplitude influ-
enced synchronization and concluded that the difference of amplitude between hand and eyes movements reduced
synchronization.

Movement richness was manipulated through the amount of frequency values contained in the movement in order to not
influence similarity in amplitude. Therefore, movement richness was manipulated by asking participants to produce either
one natural oscillation (Simple group) or to produce two nested-frequency movements (Rich group). We asked participants
of the Rich group to perform a double oscillation superimposing a faster frequency component onto their natural oscillation.
We assumed that (1) multi-frequency movements are richer than mono-frequency movements in term of amount of ‘‘sub-
movements” (i.e., two different oscillations for the Rich group) and that (2) performing a double oscillation provides a larger
repertoire of movements than performing only one oscillation.

Each dyad was randomly attributed to one of the four groups, resulting from the combination of synchronization and
richness. Fig. 2 illustrates the four conditions.

During these exposure sessions, participants were asked to perform the requested movements at their own preferred fre-
quency while looking at the other participant’s movement. The first exposure (step 2) included three 1-mn trials and the
second exposure (step 4) included seven 1-mn trials.

2.3.2. Test sessions: the mirror game task
In order to measure the improvement of improvisation competences, three sessions using the mirror game were

performed by our dyads. During the first (Pre-test), third (Intermediary-test) and fifth (Post-test) steps, participants
performed a mirror game task resembling the one used by Noy et al. (2011). They were instructed to ‘‘create interesting,
complex and various movements and stay as coordinated as possible” by moving the handle they were holding along the
string. In order to observe the enhancement of improvisation in novice groups, two conditions of improvisation were used
(Noy et al., 2011). In the Leader/Follower condition (LF) one participant, designated as the leader, was improvising,
whereas the second participant followed the leader; in the Joint Improvisation condition (JI), no follower or leader was
designated. Altogether, each participant of the dyad performed two trials as Leader, two trials as Follower, and two trials
of Joint Improvisation, in each of the test sessions (Pre-test, Intermediary-test, Post-test). The order of conditions was
counterbalanced across dyads but remained identical for the three steps. After several pretest experiments, we selected
a duration of 45 s for each trial, with 45 s at rest in order to maintain the motivation of the participants during the entire
experiment.

Fig. 1. Set-up of the protocol, showing two participants engaged in a one-dimensional perceptuo-motor task consisting of sliding a hand-held handle along
a string (a.k.a. mirror game). Maximal movement amplitude is 1.80 m. The ‘‘Make Human” model is part of the open source modeling tool ‘‘MakeHuman”
(www.makehuman.org). Blender 2.72b was used to create the environmental set-up.

120 M. Gueugnon et al. / Human Movement Science 46 (2016) 117–128



0  Manipulate'similarity'(kinema8cs)'
0  Individual$Motor$Signature$(IMS,$Slowinski$et$al.,$2016)$$

PDF$:$Probability$Density$Func3ons$of$players’$velocity$$
EMD$:$Earth$Mover’s$Distance$
$



Individual Motor Signature (IMS) and the 
similarity space

Slowinski!et!al.,!2016!

noise in the collected data). To estimate the probability density
function (PDF) of the player’s velocity, we use a normalized his-
togram of the velocity timeseries with 101 equally distant bins
between 22.7 and 2.7 (m s21) (or 23.5 and 3.5 (arb. units s21)
in scenario 1). Further details about data processing can be
found in the electronic supplementary material, §1.

In order to quantify the similarity between PDFs of a player’s
velocity, we use the Earth mover’s distance (EMD) that is an estab-
lished tool in pattern recognition applications [29,30]. Intuitively,
the EMD measures how much work is required to transform a
‘pile of earth’ into another; each ‘pile of earth’ representing a histo-
gram. In the case of univariate probability distributions, the EMD
is given by the area of the difference between their cumulative
distribution functions. More details can be found in appendix A.

Distances between PDFs are then analysed by means of multi-
dimensional scaling (MDS). MDS is a well-established tool in data
visualization and data mining [31]. It allows to reduce dimension-
ality of the data and visualize relations between the objects under
investigation while preserving as much information as possible.
Because the EMD is a metric in the space of the PDFs of velocity
timeseries, we use classical MDS in the form implemented in
Matlab. Description of the MDS algorithm and discussion of
relation between MDS and principal component analysis can be
found in the electronic supplementary material, §3.

In order to quantify temporal correspondence (level of
coordination) between players, we introduce the relative position
error (RPE). The RPE is a measure of temporal correspondence
between complex, non-periodic, coordinated movements which
is based on the natural notion of a follower lagging behind the
leader when tracking her/his motion. In particular, RPE is a
measure of position mismatch between a leader and a follower
capturing how well the follower tracks the leader’s movement.
See appendix C for further details. Discussion of the advantages
of using the RPE over the relative phase based on the Hilbert
transform can be found in the electronic supplementary material,
§9 and §10.

3. Results
We begin by showing the existence of an IMS for each player,
defined as a time-invariant-tractable characteristic of her/his
movement. We develop a framework allowing us to demon-
strate that characteristics of the solo movement in the mirror
game are time-persistent and differ significantly between par-
ticipants. In the proposed framework, we employ velocity
profiles (PDFs of the velocity timeseries) to reveal that the

rapport (similarity) between IMS enhances synchronization
of movement between participants in joint action. Finally,
we demonstrate that a VP driven by a novel ICA [26,27]
can be used to study interpersonal interaction in a ‘mirror
game’ between human and VPs.

3.1. Existence of an individual motor signature
Here, we study solo mirror game recordings collected in
experimental scenario 1 in order to investigate the existence
of an IMS. In particular, we demonstrate that (i) the move-
ment characteristics of each individual persist in time and
(ii) that they differ significantly between individuals.

To this end, we analyse velocity profiles that characterize
motion in the mirror game on the timescale of a complete
experimental trial. We use the EMD to assess distances
between velocity profiles of different individuals. We then
represent them as points in the similarity space, that is an
abstract geometrical space constructed by means of MDS
[31] that provides a visual representation of the pattern of
proximities (i.e. similarities or distances) among a set of
objects. As a result, we obtain clusters of points correspond-
ing to solo trials of individual participants. In order to
measure separation between clusters of points in the simi-
larity space, we measure overlap v between ellipses that
encircle them, with v ¼ 0 meaning that the ellipses do not
overlap at all and v ¼ 1 meaning complete overlap (see the
electronic supplementary material, §5, for further details
about ellipses and overlap).

Figure 1 depicts velocity profiles from solo trials presented
as elements of the similarity space. Figure 1a shows data for 15
different participants from experimental scenario 1 and
figure 1b shows representative data of 14 of 51 participant
from experimental scenario 3. We note that, in experimental
scenario 3, players had a larger range of movement, and all
the solo trials of individual players were recorded on a single
day. Each dot in figure 1 corresponds to a velocity profile from
a single trial. The dots corresponding to different individuals
are encircled by ellipses. Importantly, figure 1a demonstrates
clustering of the dots for different participants collected on
three different days. Such clustering indicates time-invariance
of the IMS. The variability between radii of the ellipses associ-
ated with different individuals signifies that the IMS of some
individuals is more variable than the others.

y

0.04
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0

0.05
scenario 1 scenario 3

–0.03

0

–0.1 0.20–0.06 0 0.12
x x

(b)(a)

Figure 1. Individual motor signature in the similarity space computed with MDS from distances between velocity profiles. (a) For 15 different participants from solo
mirror game recordings in scenario 1, on three different days with at least one week break between recording rounds. (b) For 56 solo trials of 14 participants from
solo mirror game recordings in scenario 3 (for the sake of clarity data for only 14 of 51 participants is shown). Each ellipse corresponds to a different participant.
Small dots correspond to individual solo recordings. Each cross at the centre of an ellipse corresponds to the average of the small dots’ positions. Each ellipse
indicates 0.7 mass of bivariate normal distribution fitted to the small dots (see the electronic supplementary material, §5 for further details).
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y:$Second$dimension$of$MDS$(kurtosis)$



Furthermore, both datasets presented in figure 1 demon-
strate a good separation of the ellipses corresponding to
individual participants, with a median overlap v between
15 ellipses in figure 1a equal to 0.02 and between ellipses of
all 51 participants from experimental scenario 3 equal to 0.05.
Interestingly, in the data from experimental scenario 1, there
are 45 of 105 pairs of ellipses that do not overlap at all, meaning
that in almost half of the cases two participants can be explicitly
distinguished just by observing their solo motion. The same
holds true for 418 of 1275 pairs of ellipses from experimental
scenario 3. Comparison of separation between individuals
achieved by means of the velocity profiles and using individual
characteristic of motion suggested in [22,23,28] can be found
in the electronic supplementary material, §5.

The physical interpretation of the two principal dimen-
sions of the similarity space constitutes a further insight
gained from our analysis. In particular, our analysis reveals
that the coordinate x of the movement representation in the
similarity space, which corresponds to the first principal
dimension given by the MDS, is correlated with the absolute
average velocity of the motion. In addition, the y-coordinate
of the representation of each timeseries in the similarity
space, which corresponds to the second principal dimension
from the MDS, is correlated with the kurtosis of a velocity
segment [22,23], a part of the velocity timeseries between
two consecutive times of zero velocity. That is, it informs us
on the ratio of high and low velocities in the motion. For

further details about interpretation of the dimensions in the
similarity space, see appendix B.

In summary, IMS identifies each different participant and
can be used effectively to measure dynamic similarity
between them. More importantly, it provides a comprehen-
sive and holistic description of the kinematic characteristics
and variability of human movement.

3.2. Behavioural plasticity during social interaction
Using the concepts of IMS and similarity space, we are able to
demonstrate behavioural plasticity during social interaction.
Specifically by behavioural plasticity, we mean that in order
to cooperate people are willing, to a different degree, to disre-
gard their individual preferences. Indeed, by comparing
positions in the similarity space of the velocity profiles
from solo and cooperative trials (leader–follower and joint-
improvisation), we find that some people are more inclined
to adjust their kinematic characteristics when interacting with
others in the mirror game. Figure 2 shows three representative
examples of the behavioural plasticity detected during the
experimental scenario 2. In figure 2a(i) and a(ii), we depict con-
sistent behaviour of the leader and follower independently of
which player is the designated leader. In figure 2b(i) and b(ii),
we note that dynamics of movement differs significantly
depending on who is leading. In figure 2c(i) and c(ii), we illus-
trate a player (S2) that dominates the interaction in terms of
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Figure 2. Interaction between two players in different experimental conditions visualized in the similarity space. Ellipses encircle points corresponding to velocity
profiles in solo (S1 and S2; light grey), leader (L1 and L2; dark grey), follower (F1 and F2; dark grey) and joint improvisation (JI1 and JI2; dark grey) rounds. Each
row depicts data for a different dyad. In column 1, player 1 was a leader, in column 2, player 2 was a leader and in column 3, participants played in joint
improvisation condition. x-Axis has the same range in all panels, y-axis is rescaled for clarity of presentation.
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4.)1The1HKB1oscillator1is1employed1as1the1end1effector1model.1
For1the1detailed1description1of1the1design1of1feedback1controller1and1the1performance1of1virtual1

player1in1the1mirror1game,1please1refer1to1Deliverable13.61“Brief1report1on1the1design1of1controllers”1

1
Figure*16:*Block*diagram*on*improved*cognitive*architecture*of*virtual*player.*

A. Follower(model(with(individual(signature(
Using1ICAv2.0,1we1can1develop1a1follower1and1leader1models1with1IMS.1In1the1follower1model1with1

IMS1the1tracking1performance1of1 the1 follower1depends1on1two1components1 target1 tracking1and1 its1
own1preferred1movement1(IMS).1We1integrate1these1two1components1in1the1framework1of1optimal1
control1 to1 manage1 the1 trade=off1 between1 tracking1 performance1 and1 IMS1 by1 adjusting1 a1 tuneable1
parameter1θ.1The1leader1model1can1be1obtained1from1the1follower1model1by1tuning1the1parameter1θ1
in1the1cost1function.11
A1brief1description1of1 the1 follower/1 leader1model1with1 IMS1 is1given1below.1Specifically,1 the1end1

effector1model1is1described1as1

1
with1the1cost1function1defined1in1each1time1interval1as1follows1

1
where1θ*∈1(0,1)1and1η1are1positive1tuneable1parameters.1vs(t)1denotes1the1velocity1time1series1of1a1

human1 player1 in1 solo1 condition,1 which1 is1 produced1 by1 signature1 generator.1 rp(tk+1)1 refers1 to1 the1
estimated1 position1 of1 human1 player1 at1 time1 tk+1.1 According1 to1 Pontryagin1 minimum1 principle1 in1
optimal1control1theory,1we1can1derive1the1optimal1controller1u.1In1addition,1the1internal1model1is1the1
same1as1that1in1the1ICAv1.0.1
B. Reconciliation(of(target(tracking(and(similarity(
In1the1framework1of1optimal1control,1we1can1manage1the1trade=off1between1target1tracking1and1

IMS1 by1 adjusting1 the1 tuneable1 parameter1θ.1When1θ1 =1 0.11 (see1 Figure1 17),1 the1 avatar1 pays1more1
attention1to1its1own1preferred1motion1(IMS).1Thus,1the1tracking1performance1in1the1upper1panel1of1
Fig.31is1poor1(the1red1line1corresponds1to1the1leader,1and1the1blue1line1corresponds1to1the1position1of1
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Example$of$a$protocol$
$

1.  TEST$with$condi3ons$counterbalanced$across$par3cipants$(4$x$30s$=$2mn)$

2.  EXPOSURE$period$3$x$1$minute$for$condi3on$1$
$$
3.$$$$TEST$same$4$condi3ons$counterbalanced$across$par3cipants$(2mn)$
!

Likewise!with!the!other!condi;ons!counterbalanced!
4.  EXPOSURE$condi3on$2.$$
5.  TEST$
6.  EXPOSURE$condi3on$3.$$
7.  TEST$
8.  EXPOSURE$condi3on$4.$$
9.  TEST$
10.  EXPOSURE$condi3on$5$

11.  TEST$
Total$3me=$27$min$

Analysis$of$each$condi3on$for$the$
first$test:$spontaneous$effect$of$
similarity'



Example$of$a$protocol$
Was!there!any!evolu;on!of!the!similarity/dissimilarity!effect!on!

par;cipants’!motor!behavior?!'

Similar$Morphology$/$Similar$Kinema3c$

Similar$Morphology$/$Dissimilar$Kinema3c$

Dissimilar$Morphology$/$Similar$Kinema3c$

Dissimilar$Morphology$/$Dissimilar$Kinema3c$

PreMTest' PostMTest'

PreMTest' PostMTest'

PreMTest' PostMTest'

PreMTest' PostMTest'

Comparison$of$the$pre$and$post$tests$for$each$
exposure.$



Measurement of synchronization
1.$Op3mal$lag$for$cross$covariance$

•  Es3mates$par3cipant$/$avatar$temporal$delay$

Avatar$

Human$

2.$Con3nuous/discrete$rela3ve$phase$
$
3.$Cross0wavelet$transform$



New$perspec3ves$in$mental$rehabilita3on$based$on$the$
concept$of$similarity$$

1/$similarity$<0>$launch$a$social$interac3on$$

2/dissimilarity$<0>$increase$synchroniza3on$

Two$steps$

6!months!proof!of!concept!in!progress!
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humans for real-time graphics applications
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realistic avatars in schizophrenia patients ?
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Posters + AlterEgo demo
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2nd session
- Stéphane Raffard : The effects of an avatar 
therapy for social functioning in schizophrenia 
patients (ALTEREGO therapy) : proof of concept 
study
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robot to support schizophrenia research

- Krasimira Tsaneva-Atanasova and Mario di 
Bernardo : Individual motor signature, virtual 
players and coordination in the mirror game

Keynote Lecture
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Social Competence in Autism
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3rd session
- Ali Oker : Embodied Conversational Agents : How artifi-
cial emotional intelligence can be an asset in schizophrenia 
research ?

- Ghiles Mostafaoui : Entrainment effect and unintentio-
nal synchronization in Human Robot Interactions

- Mauraine Carlier : Physical activity, mental health and 
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Posters + AlterEgo demo

Coffee break
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- Stéphane Bouchard : Overview of virtual reality in men-
tal health care, the example of anxiety disorders
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